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Abstract
You proofread that last page and slip your story or poem into its envelope. Maybe Mythril will let the world
see it! For weeks you gnaw your nails— have those dingbats lost it? Why haven't you heard something?
Then the postman brings your own return envelope, and you don't need to open it to get the message. Or,
you get a postcard or letter congratulating you and promising a publication date. What makes the
difference? As weird as it sounds, no story. Your hero or heroine doesn't have a problem that he or she is
willing to fight about, or about which the reader cares. But why doesn't the reader care?
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Despite all planning, however, we may on occasion hit a period when everything comes up
tails (of the fairy variety.)
As to emuiating the ori~inal Inklings,
I quote from Queen Eleanor of Acquitaine
in Jean Anouilh's play, Becket. Criticized
by Henry II, her husband for her mediocre
neefilework, sbe icily replies, "One performs
according to one's gifts. --and continues
stitching the Bayeux Tapestry. (We may hear
from Anouilh fandom and the Bayeux Chamber
of Commerce about that one.)
Point is, that
whether or not her need.lework tu.med out in
the eyes of later generations to be immortal
the Queen, at that time, was exercising her
own gift--major or minor--and not worrying
about_ emulating anybody. We are, in fact,
emulating ~olkien, Lewis and iiTliams, who
as they demonstrated in their vastly differing styles, etc., did not emulate each other.
For obviously;-if everybody emulates someone
else--however distinguished the emulee-nobody will do anything original.
We hope that Mythril III will present an
entertaining balance of seriousness and fun,
selected from the wide variety of pieces
read at Inklings II, not to "emulate" our
namesakes--for who can emulate genius?--but
to represent the talent and the insights of
our contributors. --1.AR))
11

Fullerton, Calif.
Galen J'eoples
Another question, that of supposed.ly
"scholarly" or "serious" material appearing in
Mytbril.
It may seem too obvious to say it
but the second issue that Inklings II has produced contains a chilaren's fairy tale, a
child-like fairy tale, my light humorous /(T)

Susan Glicksohn
Toronto, Ontario.
Mtthril is fascinating •••• Paula Sigman's
storyflythril I) strikes me as being excessively romantique~the sort of Merrie ~'nglande fiction I avoid. "At first the men were
a little inhibited" is probably a historical
understatement, wbile "CJh joy, he loved Cle ••• "
makes oe want to rush back to Georgette Heyer
for some comparatively ungushy love scenes!
Also, I never really thought of kobin Hood as
existing c. 9?1 (the watch is a thousand
years old) especially as there is a later reference to the "twelfth century forest".
Also inc. 1100 (or 1189-1199, to stick Hobin
where legend puts him, in Hichard I's reign)
people did not speak "Old English" but variant
dialects of"liiTddle h'n~lish. Quibole, quibble
--but even Sir Walter Scott got the historical
trappings of his romances right--and I really
hate to see a good idea ruined by gush and inconsistencies.
Still, Mytbril is a good, interesting
raagazine--the writing standards are really
very high, and I hope you get some equally
good criticism/discussion back.

--ed./ piece. another children's story, three
moaerately heavy poems by Paula, a mediumaault fantasy (rdchael Levy's), and another
ooem. The first Inklings group produced Lord
of the Rings, the ~erelandra books, seven--ei=
'i:remely theological-minded novels, Screwtape,
~ill \/e Have .r'aces, etc. If we restrict ourseIVeS-tC>Iairy storieS, by what right do we
call ourselves lnklin~s? we would doubtless
expel Lewis and Williams from our company al, although I didn't care
to2ether.
~uch for it, was the closest thing I've heard
to what we should be producing, unless we
simply discard all pretense of trying to emulate the three authors. I do not think they
would be warmly received in Mythril's pages,
if you stick to what you've been running so
far, and I don't think they would come to our
In~lings.
Don't misunderstand: Mythril is
quite surprisingly good. But it had better
lay its bands on something heavy pretty soon,
or it won't be representative of what the Society is all about. Do you agree? Please
argue if yo~ don't.
((Agreed that literary criticism on aesthetic
grounds is sounder because shared principles
do provide a basis for discussion. Also
agreed that editorial baiance between light
and heavy makes a better magazine. But poem
or short story, humorous or serious, first
a piece of work must eotertain--whicb includes making the reader care deeply. As
which of the works you named do not? Therefore, your reservation about
carries
as much weight as your observation on its
fittingness.
were you being rhetorical about expelling
people? Inklings II has never done that, nor
do we intentionally "restrict ourselves to
fairy stories."
Contributors have been welcomed reading essays, translations, chapters
of novels, parodies--so many that Mythrii
cannot print all of them. The editors try
to be fair, selecting promising work for
publication on several bases: balance between
light and heavy content, style, subject matter, craftsmanship, reader interest potential.
Published by SWOSU Digital Commons, 1972

TO ALL WOULD·BE CRITICS
AND ARTISTS
Material for Mythril is larf!;ely unsolicited. We
would like especially to see more in the way
of letters .. of-comment and artwork. \ie need
.artists who couid do topical art for us.
Write Bonnie Good.Knight c/o Mytbril if interested, and submit sample work, and you will
be notif:iled as to suitabiiity.

This Issue of Mythril is reaching you readers somewhat late for a variety of factors, among them the
great pr-eas of work here at the Lockholes (Mythprint,
the Mythcon Proceedings), as well as the fact that
this art editor bas recently given birth to Arwen Joy
GoodKnight ! I do not see this forestalling in any way
the Summer issue of Mythril and it is already in the
planning. - Bonnie GoodKnight
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A contest was recently held in the Inklings II writers' workshop; the members were
encouraged to write a story tor which the tine
cover by Steve Fabian would be an illustration.
The cover bad been submitted to Glen !or My-thlore, but its nature being that of person&r-:fantasy, I as art editor felt it would be more
suitable !or M;flhril. Thus I conceived of a
contest to provide a story to go with it, and
announced it at the January Inklings meeting.
The cover proved to be an inspiration to at
least six entrants, whom I wish to thank here:
Kris Fawcett, Galen Peoples, Laura Ruskin,
Tatiana Szeftel, E. Van K.,.and Thomas L.
Wilson. They provided a whole spectrum of
tales, thematically speaking.
After deliberation and consideration of
unexpected !actors, Kris Fawcett's story was
finally chosen as the winning entry. It appears in this issue and we hope you will enjoy it. In the future, contests of this
nature will be announced to subscribers who
are would-be Inklings, and the general membership through M~hprint. Thus we hope that
a larger number o people will be aware of
contests which may be held, and enter them. ·
In that light it may be helpful for Mythril
subscribers to also subscribe to M~tb~rint.
It is available at $2.00 a year; c ec s,
cash or money order payable to The Mythopoeic
Society, Box 24150, Los Angeles, Ca. 90024.

mrroRIALS
ou proofread that last page and slip

your story or poem into its envelope.
Y Maybe
~thril will let the world see
it! For wees you gnaw your nails--have
those dingbats lost it? Why haven't you
heard something.,---it'hen the postman brings
your own return envelope, and you do~'t
need to open it to get the messa.ge. Or,
you get a postcard or letter congratulating you and promising a publication
date. What makes the di!!erence?
As weird as it sounds, no story.
Your hero or heroine doesn't have a problem
that he or she is willing to tight about,
or about which the reader cares. But why
doesn't the reader care?
1)
He can't believe it; can't connect
with character or problem; can't put himself in the setting or the story. Result:
what you want to say tails to reach him.
2)
He heard it be!ore--several times,
perhaps--is bored by the very mention to
the point or reciting the dialog line !or
line after the opener.
3)
The plot has been worked to death.
Warning: Once ~pon a Time T3ey Lived
Happily Ever-A! er and-nilCe ~""""i"!'Tme
thelllorl<l""Eii'ded are two-sorts-o.r {hesame
plot:---Til'nce Upon~~
the Last Thing)
So it you want to try that plot, and make
it stand out from all the other versions,
do something with it--reverse it, twist it,
parody it.
4)
The reader sees the seams. The piece
may be basically good, but need more facts,
more smoothness, more polish or impact.
In a word, crafting.

by Bonnie GoodKnight

Mythopoeic Society Publications
Mythprint is the monthly bulletin of the
Mythopoeic Society, repor~ing on branch discussions, meeting dates, books of current
interest and social events. Illustrated, includes editorials and features.
H~hlore is the literary non-fiction
quarte~y of the Mythopoeic Society, publishing articles, book reviews and letters in the
field of Tolkien/Lewis/Williams fantasy fandom. Sl.00 per copy; subscriptions, four
issues for i3.50. Make check or money order
payable to The Mythopoeic Society, P.O. Box
24150, Los Angeles, Ca. 90024.
Parma Eldalamberon/The Book of the Elven
Tonfc)es, produc.ed by the Mythopoeic Linguistic
Pel owship,_publishes articles on fantasy
languages.for those interested in linguistics
and philology. 50¢ per copy; contact Paula
Marmor, 8339 Pierce Drive, Buena Park, Ca.
90620.

ry to bear in mind, though, that however good your material, Mythril just
T might
happen to be overstocked with
similar pieces at the moment. Dragons, for
instance. On the other hand, we can use
original stories, light or serious, !rom
six to ten pages double-spaced, also
poetry, and serials of four installments
or less.
(You don't need to send the
whole serial at once, if you include with
the first installment, a brier recap of
the rest of the plot. This will save
~postage.)
It we can't use your submission,
it will be returned after the staff looks
it over. We will include a summary of.
staff and Inklings-member comments, with
perhaps suggestions for improving and resubmitting it. Note that the Mythril staff
meets the month before each publication
date--March for the April issue. If you
sent something in just after the December
issue came out, the final word might not
come until mid-March. The longer we hold
it, the greater your chances.

O

Mythril is the fiction and poetry quarterly of the Myth.opoeic Society. The Mythopoeic Society is a non-profit,
tax exempt orgallization devoted to the study, discussion,
and enjo~nt of myth, fantasy, and imaginative litera:..
ture, especially the works of J. R.R. Tolkien, C. S. Lewis, and Charles Williams.

r course you want to get into print.

We want to print new mythcreations
and fantasy. Our readers want to be
entertained, given goose-pimples or challenged to think and !eel in new ways.
Myth, after all, to paraphrase George
MacDonald, comes up from the wordless
part of human experience. Go there and
back again; show us how it is; that's what
we're looking for.

We as the publishers assume no responsibility for unsolic~ted material. All material is subject to the operating
rules of the Inklings ll Writers' Workshop of the Mythopoeic Society.

by Laura Ruskin
https://dc.swosu.edu/mythril/vol1/iss3/1

Subscriptions: Four Issues for $2.
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KDRllTH-TU6bDN
The Citg at the Yawning llbgss

-------·--------------

layTomCook·

nce, aeons ago, when the stars were
in other positions, and men were wont
to live in decorous cities, there existed the golden, crimson and black spired
city of Korath-Tuglon.
Korath-Tuglon was
known as the city at the yawning abyss, so
called because it was perched, in all its
majesty, on a cliff that leaned out, far
over the Great Abyss.
Now, the Great Abyss was said to have
reached to the very roots of the Earth,
down to where the unspeakably huge and
monstrous Mosgaunts dwell in aeternal
darkness.
s it came to pass, in the rule of
King Abduramenth, the inhabitants
of the city, being vain, became desirous of being remembered forever.
For
months on end the king heard nothing but
that selfsame plea.
Any person not subscribing to that desire was thought to be
unloyal to Korath-Tuglon, and several poor
souls were thrown bodily from the city's
walls and into the Great Abyss.
Finally,
His Lord Majesty Abduramenth submitted to
the wish of his subjects, and called upon
the court wizard, Zarechzom,
to cast a
spell.
Far into tbe night the people chanted

O

ll
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along with Zarechzom, "Korath-Tuglon must
be remembered forever."
Then, at the
rising of the Hyades, the wizard cast his
spell. The thousand lights of KorathTuglon, perched on its precarious cliff,
sparkled in the night.
Then, with a gust
of foul air, the lights were extinguished.
All the people heard a terrible, heartrending noise, as though the earth itself
would tear apart, and looking down, over
the city's walls, into the great black
gulf beneath their perch, they saw the
Mosgaunts.
he Mosgaunts, huge, and powerful,
clambered out of the abyss and over
the city's walls.
One Mosgaunt,
immense and ponderous with his great
tonnage, rose his massive bulk from the
pit. Then, sinking his fangs into the
very cliff on which the city stood be
caused the cliff to crumble. and, falling,
dragged the city down with him, into the
abyss where Mosgaunts feed on the souls of
lost dreamers, leaving only a jagged ledge
behi?d·
Days later, and in the years to come,
merchants passing the site of the city
always wore their charms and spoke of "the
city the Mosgaunts ate."
Thus, KorathTuglon was truly remembered forever.

T
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TH[ HOftn[SS

BY KRIS FA\lle[TT:
found outside the Hold walls that night
At any rate,
some nineteen years ago •••
when I beard the news I paused in my
tasks and shook my head. Far from being
pleased at the news, I was apprehensive.
Why was the Overlord so certain that the
Winged People would bargain? What made
him think that this would not be the final
outrage, the spark to set off that war
which bad long been simmering, ready to
explode, between the Hold and the Saliin?
A whip came from nowhere and landed
on my neck, warning me to get back to my
work. As I bent to shoveling the foul
contents of the floor into a sack, neck
smarting, my apprehension turned to a
fierce hate for these Holders, this cruel
barbarous people who showed so little
regard for personal rights or decency.
Let the war break out! May it do so, and
may their accursed Hold fall to ruins
before their eyes, and may they be
slaughtered to the last man!
And I among
them, for death would be better than this
life of living in, among the Holders,
outwardly no different from them, yet for
a quirk of birth forever condemned as an
outcast.
I snarled a curse under my breath, and
the nearest groom looked at me queerly.
I don't think they considered me capable
of intelligent speech~ so little did they
care to find out, much less political
thought.
So much the better for me, I've
often thought.
The less they know about
Cheraan the Homeless, the less they have to
And
use against me. So much the better.
I turned to shoveling the floor with a new
and savage quickness.

he night was cold here on Stormstill
Cliffs, and I huddled deeper into my
cloak to ward off the chill air.
Tbe
bones of the wild dog I had killed this
morning lay picked clean beside me, and I
knew that despite my meal. hunger would soon
be biting at me again.
Three days on the
run is enough to exhaust even the fittest
of Lords, and my undersized stable-band's
body, never too strong to begin with, was
rapidly nearing the point of complete exhaustion.
I stared into the fire before me,
feeling its beat on my face and bands.
Tired as I was, I fought the temptation
to let my eyelids droop and lose myself
in sleep.
Whatever happened, I must not
fall asleep, not at this point.
For had
I not just this day seen Lord Ranek and
his men?--oh, far off in the valley, mere
specks in the distance, to be sure, but on
my trail nonetheless.
I felt relatively safe up here, at
least.
Even had they seen me and taken
after me up the cliffs at sunset--as I
was almost sure they hadn't--it would
take them all night to reach this point
on horseback.
And by then I would be long
gone.
To keep awake, I turned my back on
the fire and looked out over the cold
moonlit waste far below me.
I shuddered
to think of crossing that Desert alone,
even by night.
But cross it I must, else
give up and be killed or, worse, taken
back to the Hold.
A night-wind came whistling dry and
cold off the sands, through the rocks.
Almost it seemed to be calling my name •••
"Cheraan, Cheraan the Lost ••• " calling
me onward and, perhaps, home. The sound
woke a great loneliness in me, and involuntarily my thoughts turned to the Hoid,
where lay the only past I had, and to how
all this running and coldness bad begun •••

T

T

I saw her when the procession passed
She was lovely, long red
the stables.
hair and deep green eyes. But her gown
was torn, and there was an ugly bruise on
one cheek. The Hold-Lords are not known
for their mercy towards captives.
As the cage was drawn past our stables
on her way to the palace to be interrogated, I saw her suddenly rouse from her
half-stupor, straighten and shake her fist
at the jeering crowds that lined the
streets.
Her great white wings unfurled
proudly as I heard her defiant shouts:
"By the Gods, you will all die for
this I"
Her eyes bla.zed and for a moment,
as she pas.sad, they met mine.
I felt a .
sinking ibside, a shame to be part of this
crowd even though I stood mute.
"By the
Talisman, you will pay--" But her brave
shout was cut off as a rock hit her on the
forehead and stunned her into silence.
Tben the cart was pulled along out of
sight, and she was gone.
Tbe Talisman ••• her words sparked a
memory. Wben I was young, an old kitchen

t began five days ago, when the capture of Arsbeehat, a princess of the
Winged People, had been announced to
the Hold. A great stir of excitement had
run.~hrougb the people.
A princess of the
Saliin, captured by Lord Kenalt, and in the
walls of our Hold! The Overlord Karstak
would be well pleased, for this was the
chance be bad been waiting for--a foothold,
a bargaining point with which to force the
Saliin to give him back those lands rightfully his.
·
I beard the news only indirectly, by
overhearing one of the grooms telling another, for no one speaks to Cheraan the
Homeless unless to give an order.
Even
the lowliest of the scrubbing-boys feels
it beneath him to talk with a foundling,
an outsider, origins unknown, who is only
suffered to live within the great Hold
because he bas a body strong enough for
work.
I sometimes wonder what would have
happened had it been a girl baby they

I
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hey built a cage for her and dragged
her through the city.
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maid, the only friend I ever had at the
Hold, once-told me of an old legend about
the conflict between the Hold and the
"It is said, 11 she had whispered
Saliin.
to me one night, "that the ancients o~ the
Saliin, their forefathers, foresaw this
coming war. And so they made a plan for
They forged
the salvation of their people.
a Talisman--naught more of it is known than
its name, the Talisman--and set it in a
far and magic place.
And it is said that
when the time is right, a great leader will
arise to lead the Saliin to victory.
And
they shall know this Leader because he
alone will possess the Talisman."
A child's fable, I thought now. Even
so ••• that could be the answer to why war
had not broken out before, despite the
Hold's countless raids on Saliin land.
Perhaps they were waiting for the Talisman
to reappear •••
But useless speculation
earns only blows from the stable master, as
I had found, and so I resolutely went back
to my work.
hat night I made up my mind to help
her. I don't know why I thought that
I, lower than the lowest scullion,
could help a royal prisoner, but something
in her gaze had awakened a great need to
see her, talk to her. Perhaps I could
comfort Arsheehat with words, if nothing
else.
I stole away to the palace.
By a
series of miracles I avoided being caught
.
time after time, until finally--greatest
miracle of all--I stood outside the window·
of her cell on the ground floor.
I was
just about to call her name when a voice
spoke roughly from within.
"You fool!"
I recognized the outraged
voice of Lord Ranek, head of the guards.
"You miserable fool---you killed her!"
Shock ran through me. Dead--the
princess? Why?
"I didn't mean to, your--" The
whining voice of the guard was cut off
by the sharp sound of a blow.
"I don't care what you mean, you
son of an earthworm!
You've killed her!
Do you know what this means?"
Ranek's
voice shook with fury.
"You'll pay for
this with your life!
The price of your
lechery will be your head!"
He spoke to
someone else.
"Torkul, inform the overlord of this blundering.
But hark--be
mindful to whisper it low.
If this news
gets out and back to the Saliin, it's
war for sure.
And we are not ready for
that--not yet. So make sure no one knows
of this--on pain of their life, and yours!"
A sudden movement I made must have
betrayed me, for Hanek was at the window
in an instant.
He spotted me already
running, and I heard him shout for the
guards to stop me. But it was night,
everyone was half-asleep,
and I had a
head start.
By fortune I was out of the
palace, across the city, and climbing
through a small hole in the Hold Wall I
knew of before they could catch me.
~o here I was, huddling in the moon~light on Stormstill Peak three days
later, a hunted man.
_It was strange, I thought, that I
was important to so many now who hadn't
Published by SWOSU Digital Commons, 1972
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known I existed beforeTbe sound of voices below me snapped
off the thought, and I whirled around.
Ranekl Could.it be possible that the
hunters had made it up here after all,
while I sat and daydreamed like a fool?
As if to answer my thought, there
was a sudden shout below, a cry of "There!
On the peak!" followed by the splintering
sound of an arrow striking rock. They
must have seen the smoke from my fire-I cursed my stupidity and darted behind
some boulders, trying to see just where
they were.
More arrows rained about me. From
their position below me I knew they were
shooting blindly, trying to frighten me
into giving myself away. I was still
unseen, then, if only for-An arrow whizzed past, missing my
left ear by a matter of inches. Involuntarily I jumped, and turned to see it
embedded firmly between two boulders
just behind me.
I shivered and was about
to move out when something caught my eye.
Moonlight was glinting on something
metallic, something caught between the
boulders below the arrow. Despite my
danger I was curious; I felt drawn to the
object, whatever it was. I cautiously
fished the thing out from the rocks-It was an amulet, suspended on a
thick silver chain.
It was angular,
squarish, worked of silver hammered flat
and inscribed with odd runes. And in the
center was set a magnificent amber topaz,
glittering cold in the light of the nowrisen moon.
Instinctively I reached to caress it,
and I remembered from nowhere the childhood
I whispered the thing's name-legend.
"The Talisman."
And with the speaking of those words
a spell was completed, and broken. Somewhere far in the night the machineries of
magic were set in motion. There was a deep
humming all around me, then a great flash
And when my eyes cleared
of purple light.
again I stood up, and saw that from my
shoulders there stretched two magnificent
white wings!
I stood straight and tall in the moonlight, holding the Talisman aloft and
knowing, with beautiful clarity, the perfaction of the Elder Ones' plan, of my
heritage.
I saw how each part fitted
together, how my own part as a changelin~
--not a foundlingl--had fit in, how none of
it could have been any different than it
was. The Leader!--and what a ~eader, one
who-knew bis enemy intimately, knew how he
worked, his strengths and weaknesses.
What
better background for master strategy?
With a deep sense of joy, awe and
·reverence for the Elder Ones, I beat my
Saliin wings solemnly, twice, in the night
air.
A sound behind me startled me.
It was
Lord Ranek, silhouetted against the great
moon, standing not a hundred yards away.
Swiftly I tucked the Talisman into my
loincloth, unfurled my wings and beat
them, testing their feel once more. Then,
with a mighty leap I launched myself off
CONTINUED PAGE 18
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WEEDING CARROTS
A Parahle
BY MARY MCDERMOTTSHIDELER
A gardener went forth at the crack of
dawn, one spring morning, to hoe in her
garden. Looking this way and that to see
what most needed doing, she observed weeds
among the carrots.
Squatting upon her
heels, because neither carrots nor weeds
were more than an inch high, she applied
herself forthwith to plucking out the
weeds. After some thirty seconds of this
exacting work, she espied between her
thumb and forefinger a.carrot top.
And
she spoke to herself thus:
"Looky, sister, the weeds can't be
hurting the carrots that much.
In another
week~or two--you can-i;a'ke on this little
job and get somewhere.
Let the tares
grow witq the--I mean, let the weeds grow
with the carrots until they're big enough
that your fingers can get the one without
hauling out the other. It's a noble work,
So she
but this isn't the time for it."
straightened her knees and her back, and
hoed the peas instead.
Morals:
(1) There is nothing covered
up that shall not be revealed.
(2) If you want to separate
tares !rom--I mean, weeds
from carrots, don't be in
too much of a hurry.
(3) A parable may be susceptible to more than one interpretation.
(4) In understanding an
agricultural parable, there's
nothing like a spot of gardening to clear the mind.

iN SACReb TiMe
ANONYMOUS
Breathing in step we walk through
the night
stride through dreams
ride the night
striding
striving
arriving
Softly then, we wander back
through layers
of pride, of pretenses,
of polished defenses
to the time when the world was
young
or we were
No fever now but _the quiet morning
of experience
Finger tips gently trace the edges
of being
Drawing a circle of protection
around this place and this
moment
»,
that is us
We surrender to the drift
of the time-exiled world
of first-feeling
nursing each other on trust
(we must)
returning to security,
like the first-love's dealing
acceptance of our holtling, sucking, needing
like a mother feeding
her child again.

https://dc.swosu.edu/mythril/vol1/iss3/1
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RICHARD
do not recall that Richard and I
spent any conventionally happy times
together; it always seemed to be
raining, a soft patter in the darkness, a
downpour one Christmas Eve, a drear grey
•drizzle when his illness would confine him
in the upstairs room I kept for him. I
also recall that he only kissed me twice.
Once was on my twenty-second birthday--he
asked me later if I had been offended and
I replied that only women who were frequently kissed could afford that luxury.
He laughed at that--not the deep rolling
thunder he saved for the dogs and my
brother David's children, but the quiet
one, swift to rise, swifter to subside
again, but lingering in his eyes as the
scent of bayberry lingers on in the darkness long after the candles are blown out.
We would often sit in silence on winter evenings, listening to the rain
splashing on the flags in the garden and
the fire crackling.
I usually sat in
grandfather's
old worn wing chair, as
looking at it unoccupied from across the
room always brought back the sense of loss
and emptiness that had filled the house
when grandfather died. Richard would sit
on the floor beside me, leaning against my
chair and inevitably rising to fetch the
afghan for my legs as the hour grew late
or to put another log in the fire.
He
often fell asleep there, with his head
against my knee, and I would watch him
into the black hours before dawn, as the
fire died down to embers and the rain fell
off to an irregular spattering from the
maples and the old willow beyond the french
doors.
l)ichard was a man of moods, quick to
~laughter or to rage, but he most often
came to me sunk in a brooding silence.
I do not delude myself; he had other women
for the good times, as Margaret--David's
wife--was always quick to point out.
I
would merely smile and turn my attention
back to my needlework, except when the
wind was whispering in our willow--for so
we called it--and the rain clouds were
building into fortresses dark in the north,
when I would remember something urgent to
be attended to in the pantry and run off
and shut myself up among the sacks of
flour and the jars of preserves and the
punGent smells of the pickle barrel.
I
only actually heard Margaret's derisive
laughter there once, but ever after the
sound seemed to follow me through the kitchen, echoing in the hollows between the
cannisters and drowning me in her mocking
cackle.
I do believe I always hated
Margaret more for thus violating the peace
of my sanctuary than for the thoughtlesa
laughter that ceaselessly drove me there.
I never knew any of Richard's lady
friends, although I saw more than one of
them. They seemed well-mannered and fashionable--the two not necessarily going
together--and Richard was invariably at
his dapper and witty best around them,
closeted behind a carefully constructed
mask of contrived conviviality that he
evidently felt no need to wear for me.

MAR MOR
I remember him most vividly from an
eerie night in early November, when David
and Margaret were away with the children
and I was alone in the house. The wind
was howling like hell hounds through the
wooded hollows up beyond the back garden,
and tree limbs split with staccato cracks
like rifle reports away among the hills.
The rain started after midnight, distant
and drumming at first but soon thundering
as if the gods were racing chariots on the
I lay awake--sleep was impossible
roof.
in that din--and somehow I thought I heard
a pounding below my window, at the front
door. I drew my shawl on over my nightdress and crept down the stairway with the
oil lamp scattering weird shadows on the
walls.
I was filled with apprehension,
and although I kept trying to persuade
myself that I could not possibly have heard
anyone knocking, over the storm, the feeling of dread persisted and indeed heightened as I neared the door.

I
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I drew back the curtain on the door
glass, but the rain was being blown almost
horizontally, directly into the window,
an~ it was impossible to see anything.
There was a flash of lightning, and with
a grinding crash the oak tree in front of
th~~house split and fell through the dining
room window, sending fragments of shattered
glass glittering across the carpet.
A
chill gust of wind and water through the
ruined panes put out my light. The entire
sequence lasted perhaps ten seconds, but
it is frozen in my mind:
the unearthly
light, the sudden extinguishing of the
lamp, the bits of broken glass scattered
like sparks in the air, and the silhouetted form of a man leaning against the door.
I screamed--! am told I did, although
in truth I cannot recall whether I did or
no--and raced back into the hall away from
the destruction and certain death I felt

/l!J/2.3
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waiting for me.outside.
I made my way
"Not" he said dazedly, "you 11us-tn' t
through pitch blackness to my pantry, my
look at it."
He drew his hand away and
sa~red fortress, and slammed and bolted
raised me to ray feet. He looked closely
at me as though trying to place my face,
the door--and as always, even above the
and then moaned "Oh, thank God," and fell
titanic battle raging outside, I heard the
with a shudder against me, clinging as if
acid echo of Margaret's laughter, mocking
me, mocking me for the fool I was and the
for his very life.
old maid I would all too soon be.
I held him, as it seemed, for hours,
and in the midst of my trepidation--!or
erhaps it is indicative of my state
I had known Richard in many moods but never
at the time--for I know well that
frightened out of bis wits- as he now was,
Margaret is tar more gullible and
and it unnerved me--I found time to glory
easily frightened than I--but I suddenly
in the feel of his arms around me, and to
felt as though she were deriding me for
feel guilt in that glory, and shame in my
running away from what was in all probability simply a fancy born of the storm,
guilt.
a chance pattern of shadow that had apIn truth I do not know bow long we
peared to my addled wits as the form of
stood
thus, but after a ti.me he released
a man. And with a deliberate purpose-me and I drew him into the parlour--there
I would not be mocked by Margaret's
was no thought in my mind of attempting to
unseen presence in my own house--I lit
get him up the stairs.
The rain had slack-:a candle, unbolted the door, and began
ened to a steady pattering, and moonlight
slowly retracing my steps toward the
shone through a break in the clouds and
front of the house.
spread the shadow of our willow tree across
the room. I built up the fire, and got
I was no longer frightened, but
Richard out of his wet things and wrapped
almost my calm, sober, practical self
in quilts on the davenport.
I had rum on
again.
As I neared the foot of the
stairs I could see the faint damp sheen
to beat at the hearth, but Richard was
asleep long before it was bot.
I managed
on the floor where rain had washed in
through the shattered window, and the
to clean and bind his hand without waking
glint of my candle on the copper lamp
him, and curled myself in my accustomed
which lay where I had dropped it.
chair. The room was alternately warm and
rum-scented and cool and fresh as the air
I had by now convinced myself that
shifted, in from the dining room and out
there bad been no one at the door at
again.
all, and my entire attention was centered on surveying the damage in the
I bad not intended to sleep, but
dining room:
damask ruined, crystal
weariness must have won over resolution,
in~bivers,
silver and pewter dashed to
for I woke with a start to find Richard
the floor and hopelessly dented.
dressed and standing by the window in the
silver dawn, staring out through the trac~nd then I saw Richard.
He leant
ery of willow branches at the distant
.f"\.against the wall beside the broken
glint of the sea.
window, dark hair and clothes all
the darker for being drenched through.
"Richard?" I said, shivering in the
I called his name, but he seemed not to
chill.
hear me, and setting the candle on the
"I bad hoped to be gone before you
table, I walked slowly toward him, fear
woke," he said.
"I should have known I'd
once again growing within me. I stood
not be."
Again, that ghost of a laugh,
before him:
his head lay back against
there, gone, a mere echo of it in his eyes.
the wall, his eyes closed, and his face
and hands scratched and his clothes torn
"Will you please explain what hapand muddied as though be bad been scrampened?" I asked.
"Why in the name of
bling through the wood. I shook his
heaven were you out in the storm last
shoulders and screamed his name again and
night? You nearly frightened me to death!"
again, but he slumped unhearing, shivering
"Yes, I suppose I did," he said,
as if with fever although his brow was
"I remember your
almost to himself.
chill and clammy to the touch.
I was.cryscreaming ••• I cannot explain it.
I
ing with my desperation and finally whisshould think you would have more sense
pered, "Dear God, in the name of Jesus,
than to ask. You must trust me."
help me!" and fell to my knees weeping on
the wet floor.
"Must I?" I retorted, knowing as I
did so that there was really no question
An indeterminate time later Richard
of it; I would trust him. I took his
muttered seyeral words under his breath,
hand, touching the bandage with a finger.
and I looked up to see his frightened
_>"Your band.
Is it better?"
features focused blankly beyond the far
wall. He passed bis band over bis eyes
e glanced at it, and looked into my
as though in an effort to free himself
face as though searching for some
from an evil dream, leaving a bloody
·
meaning behind the words which he
streak across his !ace.
dreaded to find. At last he let out a
breath as though relieved.
"Yes.
Much
"Richard!" I said, "your hand!"
better. ·Thank you.
Silly to cut one's
taking it in my own.
band cl"imbing through a broken window."
"Ob, that," be murmured.
"'Tis
He stared again through the glass, his
nothing.
I was cut."
He was staring
gaze wandering from the willow and the
vacantly out into the rain. "On the
brilliant maples to the road, the muted
window," he added. He then looked down
bills, the sea. He drew a deep breath.
at me and seemed to see me for the first
"I must leave.
I take ship for England
time, and to see that I ~as staring at
on the noon tide.
I shall_miss this
bis bleeding palm.
·70 !
·CONTINUED PAGE 1 7
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'l'HE PHOENIX
The ageless eyes flashed forth t.hen
from a tace 1111furrowed, 111lllned, \111W'Om ;
Feat.hers aflame wi.t.h the rash reds of 7t11rt.h,
the Phoenh flung back her head
and aailed at t.he Sun.

~ea

]Oung

vi.th yearning look longingly forth

troa a !eat.hered !ace
wreat.hed and wrinkled, ringed with age;
Faded vings
drooping,
.
dragging,
Forlorn the Fhoeni:.c
raises
her ardent. orb,
and ..Uea at. the Sun.

SONG OF 'l1U: PHOF.Mll IN 'nlE FLAME
feathers of flame, feat.hers of flame, feathers or ti.me,
Rise, arise! Arise!
and now they flicker and glow • • • and grow.
I change as the leaves 1n t.he Fall.
• • • ~ Springtime colors are scorched • • • and sere.
thro~
my wings.
The heat. singes and sings •••
naming teat.her whispers as it withers
of another year:
another and another each beconiepain,
each reconsidered,
each lived again.
Arise!
I sing

Sound, sibilant

1Qy Jlbilant
years,
I burn as leaves in the Fall,
Each flickering d.1.1
In shuddering guata
ot mortal release.
an exquisite pain.
Rise, suffering soul,
Ascend, yesterda;ys' years.
Sing, tor past all t.he stars
the Power that. takes
prepares to renev
the promise of d.t.7s,
Prepares a new lite,
Presents a nev age:
Another and &not.her;
forever

flame fashion aloft your
Rise, feathers of flame, radiant years, Jubilant days!
,Sound.• sibilant song, soaring in deat!1 be;yondall t.he stars!
I cons-te this lite, and death consuraed
I know rebirth,
I bear m_yael.t
again!

by Dale Zi.. ler
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JWRi~eF Will
by Tatiana Szeftel

BLACKBIRD PIE
Part 2
Synopsis:
Hr. Silverseed, a mag.ician, left his wife and eight
children only a crock of
birthday sneezes before going
off, never more to be seen~··
one for each child's eighteenth birthday. His son
Nicholas will be eighteen on
the morrow. As Nicholas
leaves Castletown Fair, the
Princess Clarissa or Southmarsh frets in Thornybrooke
Castle. Her parents, King
Tobias and Queen Elianora,
insist she have dinner with
the Grand Duke of Wal ton
Wold, and she must accept
his courting or go to bed
without dinner.
Nicholas, his wares all
sold, stops beside a brook
for the night on his way
home to Juniper Hill. Next
day •••

J ~unchtime of the followJ..,ling day found Nicholas
ambling along the Great
Thread Road toward Knobbles.
Noggin had thrown a shoe
that morning, and they had
had to stop off at Bird.ling
for a new one, so Nicholas
had cut across the farm
fields to the Threed Road
instead or continuing
along the little paths
whose courses were so full
of meanders and detours.
Thread Brook babbled and
chattered across its stony
bed nearby; the road never
left it for long, but followed the watercourse
straight through the Rydings
and over the Threading Downs,
whose rolling expanses
marked the southern borders
of the kingdom.
Pale March sunlight
sifted through the lowhanging clouds and dappled
the meadows with patches of
gray upon the background of
darker green; birds sailed
upon the early wind~there
were really quite a number
of birds, noted Nicholas-quite an unusual number.
Even more oddly, they all
seemed to be blackbirds,
and all were winging North
toward Castletown in orderly ph&lanxes, sharply
outlined against the cloudhttps://dc.swosu.edu/mythril/vol1/iss3/1

spotted sky. Nicholas
frowned in puzzlement, then
shr:ugged away th~ mystery:
surely one of the farmers
near Knobbles would have
an explanation.
Beneath him Noggin
stumbled and began to
limp. Nicholas murmure~ a
quiet imprecation and dismounted in an ill humor;
what had got into the shoes
today-i;D'at Noggin must be
casting them one after the
other? Knobbles was several
miles ahead still, and bad
the nearest forge:
it
seemed he would have to
walk the rest of the way.
Be laced up his jerkin,
folded his cloak over the
saddle and, leading the
limping pony, set off down
the road toward town.
Overhead, flock after flock
of blackbirds continued to
sail North in the grey
spring day.
f'2.y the ti.me Nicholas
~plodded into Knobbles,
·
nestled like a sparrow
against the first gentle
- slopes of the Rydings, twilight was setting in.
Crooked half-timber houses
nudged one another conspiratorially above the cobbled
streets, their windows peering down into alleyways
strung across with washing,
into twisting lanes where
children shrieked and scrambled in the dusk, drawing
out the last savory minutes
before bedtime. Candles
winked through diamondlatticed panes; squares of
light flung welcoming patterns across the main street
from tailor and cobbler shops
still open for business. A
fiercer glow lit the marketplace from the smithy, where
iron lay hissing in the buckets to the clanging accompaniment of tongs and mallet.
Wearily Nicholas led his
pony to the forge entrance,
tossed the reins ab.9Ut the
nearest post and hailed the
•.
red-faced smith. A few moments later be was making
his way across the square to
the Puss and Fiddle, from
whose-cheery lantern-lit
doorway issued the comforting hum of conversation and
the fragrances of cooking.
Nicholas did not make
a habit of frequenting inns,
especially the local ones,
where he was inevitably invited to "perform" by the
customers. Be and Oliver

12

Gill, as rivals for the
Rhymer's Cap, had each a
loyal following, and at the
Daylong Dance of the previous year a row had broken
out between members of the
opposing factions. As a
result, Nicholas bad gradually retired from social
life, though he was not_by
nature withdrawn or taciturn,. and enjoyed company
as much as any. His absences, however, had only
served to make him more
conspicuous in the eyes of
the locals, who regarded
his presence as more desir~
able than ever. Apart from
his wit and charm, which were
assets to any event, was the
added weight of his near
unavailability, and of course,
bis deliciously disreputable
ancestry which gave all of
the Silverseeds an aura of
mystery--after all, they were
magician's children.
·"All in all," s~d Mags
Mallon to her best friend
Rosemary, "if Nick Silverseed' s there, it's sure to
be important." The-ira:Ilons
lived nearest to Juniper
Hill, and Mega was often
envied her proximity by
other young maids, though
she had been pledged to Will
Fisher the past six months.
icholas therefore
stepped rather un~certainly across the
threshold of the~
and
Fiddle, for he was in no
iiiOO<f""to rhyme this eveni~gt
nor to receive the (to bimJ
undeserved admiration of his
following, nor yet the equally undeserved gibes of hi~
rival's party. He made his
way quietly through the warm,
rosy dimness of the common
room and nearly collided
with a small, scurrying
figure who squeaked in dismay.
"Why, Master Nick!" it
piped, wide-eyed, and Nicholas recognized Roger Wheedle,
the perpetually harried proprietor of the inn. Wbeedle's
wispy brown hai~ flew ou~
about his head in an untidy
halo· bis rumpled smock
twit~hed as if alive under
the force of its owner's
breathing.
"Master Nick," squeaked
Wheedle again, "such a pleasure! Such an honor! Do
sit down, Master Nick; some
ale, perhaps? A pasty?"
"Wheedle!" roared a
voice from the corner.
"Don't you know yet bow to

Ml(3
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treat a guest?
Eh then!"
exclaimed tbe voice, alternating to pleased surprise.
"It's Nick Silverseed!
Over
here, lad!"
Nicholas turned to see
Bacon Davies signalling at
him.
Bacon was the Silver- ·
seeds' neighbor to tbe north,
and forty years' pig-raising
on the Rydings had ea.med
him the nacknaae , though bis

mother, pushing ninety-seven
and all but deaf, still obstinately called him Jack.
"Wheedle!" boomed Bacon
again as Nicholas made his
way to the corner bench,
"Bring Master Nick some supper, eh? The best ale on
the Rydings for the best
rhymer--" be had raised his
voice deliberately on the
words "best rhymer" and
Nicholas, sensing a challenge to any of Oliver's
.rollowers who might be
present, gently trod on his
toe. Bacon broke off with a
yelp and a chuckle, and waved
Wheedle off toward the taproom. His cronies, clustered
about him on the bench,
chortled along: Tom Mallon,
Bonnie (short for Boniface-Bonnie's mother had been
.rrom foreign parts and had
left her mark, to her son's
intense chagrin) Fisher,
Dick Tiddles and Harry
Flodman from the Whey, and
the Littles from over by
Quickford.
"Sit down, Nick,"
beamed Mr. Mallon, elbowing
over on the already crowded
bench to squeeze out a space.
Nicholas complied, digging
in his pouch for his everpresent knife and a chip of
wood. Many of the villagers
bought his woodwork, though
in farming he did only a
modest business: his heart
was not in the labor, and
Marjorie had often scolded
him for it.
"Though we do live well
enough," she had admitted to
Mrs. Mallon as they trudged
the six miles to market,
"and Dick'll manage better,
it's to be hoped," she
added with a sigh. Richard
Silverseed, at thirteen, was
already showing promise as a
farmer, slower but more
methodical than his brother,
with a deep love for growing
things and for the rich smells
ot upturned earth and grain
and wet grass.
"More settled, there's
no doubt of it," remarked
Marjorie, with a sniff aimed
at Nicholas, "Though Nick's
the clever one, I'll have
to say. A wonder any of 'em
are stable, when you think
of their .rather! But
there's a drop of !!!Z blood
https://dc.swosu.edu/mythril/vol1/iss3/1

in that child." She was
not~
course, referring
to her eldest son.
But however unstable
Nick might be, it could not
be argued that he was both
quick and talented. Par
tience came easily to him
when the problem was one of
riddles or carvings: he
could untangle a·knot of
words in minutes.flat, find
clues where others drew
blanks, put rhymes together
back to back while slower
folk were still scratching
their heads and muttering,
n air.
bear. caret dare ••• His
fingers were unerring with knife
and twig, but behind a plough
he swiftly grew impatient,
jerk and stick as it would for
him on every clod and stone.
His neighbors .forgave him his
ineptness readily, tor his gift
for words they considered a far
more wonderful thing than their
everyday skills, and no one
could be expected to have both:
"a born rhymer" they called
him, and that was enough. But
Karjorie still sighed and
shook her head over the crooked furrows of their little
field, and watched Richard
proudly from the doorway when
he took his brother's work.
Nicholas wa.s too much her husband's son; Richard was hers ••
The magician's child sat
now sipping his ale-The ...Puss
and Fiddle did sport the best
ale, not onl"Y""on the Rydings,
but in all of Candlewick County
--and smiling at the simple
He
jokes of his companions.
was content to eat and listen
for the moment, and the company
in turn was delighted at the
chance to fill him in on the
local news, which apparently
they did not trust to make its
own way to Juniper Hill. As
he had not been to Knobbles
since the Yulekindling. and
had only visited his neighbors
once or twice since then, there
was quite a bit to be told, and
Nicholas was nearly through his
supper by the time Bacon finally ran out or breath (as ringleader or the group, he did most
of the talking), and Nicholas
put down the pasty to ask about
the blackbirds.
"Aye!!'> exclaimed Tiddles •
"flocks and flocks of 'em, all
day long! And all beading to
the North--! don't know what to
.
make of it."
Neither did anyone else,
though all had noticed.
"Mayhap some sickness in
the south has scared them up,"
suggested Giles Little, the
elder or the brothers •.
"Sickness?" said Mallon,
"Nay, we'd have heard o ' that
before now. Queer doings, I'd
say, and not natural ones."
II
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Bacon snorted. "The
soutblands is tamer than we
are," he said scornfully,
"and we not so wild neither.
Now it they came from Moonwater, I might say as 'twas
magic sent them. But there's
no magic in Scurryburry for
anyone, save as maybe gypsies."
Scurryburry was the Earldom directly south of Southmarsh, bordering on the Tbreeding Downs, and was indeed, as
Bacon put it, "tame" to the
point of boredom for all but
its inhabitants. Hoonwater,
on the other hand, was a place
ot ill repute: it lay some
three days' sailing off the
northern coast, and no one who
had set forth for it bad ever
returned. Several faces darkened now at the mention of
Hoonwater, and Hugh Little
looked uncomfortable.
"It is possible," said
Nicholas, "that they are not
from Scurryburry at all. Mayhap they're from further
southwards. What I wonder--"
e was cut short by the
breathless entrance of
Lionel Pennyworth, the
apothecary's son, who halted
panting on the threshold of
the common room, bis jerkin
half-unlaced, his hair awry
and his tunic flurried with
dust.
"Master Wheedle!" he
gasped. "News!"
A silence fell over the
company, and most folk screwed
round in their cb.airs to stare
at the newcomer.
"Well?" said Dick Tiddles,
"wb.at is it, lad?"
'"l'he bard " pauted the
boy, "the bard-!.is-d.ead."
A buzz leaped up at that.
The royal bard dead! Bacon
looked thoughtfully at Nicholas.
"How'd you hear it?"
asked Jack Carver, the Knobbles candlemaker.
"Will Moppet's just in
from Candlewick--he heard it
cried there. The herald will
be here tomorrow, he's guessing,
with the notice."
"Well, Nick," said Bacon
with a slow grin, "it's looking
as if you'll say your farewells
with your greetings this time:
you'll be tor Castletown tomorrow, eh, or the day after?"
Nicholas looked down at
the whistle he was hollowing.
"Martin Brew's the Rhymer still,
Bae on, " he answered. "I' ll not
hurry him oft to his grave."
It was the custom in Southmarsh for the Master Rhymers of
all the different counties to
convene at the castle for jud-
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Night of the Wolves
by David G. Hulan
llPART I
he postillion's whip cracked. To me it
seemed that he was tryinF, to impress
the passen~ers more than urF,e the horses on. 'l'he poor beasts were already racing
themselves into a lather; they knew the meaninG of the distant howlin~ behind us as well
as the humans , und were as eager to escape
it. 'l'he sleiµ:h rushed on along the road
throuch the forest. The road was never
straight for lone, so we hadn't yet seen the
wolves, but from the sound they could hardly
be oore than a verst behind, and catching up
fast.
"ilow far to safety?" asked the man sittinG beside the postillion.
He was dressed
in the uniform of a civil servant of the
ninth rank, and both his accent and his arroF-ant bearing told the rest of us that he was
~ussian and as such considered himself far
above the mixed bac of foles, Ukrainians,
a:'ld Jews wit:h whom he was forced to share
the sleiGh•
The postillion didn't answer at
first. rle was a native of the area, a Ukrainian, and obviously wasted no more love
on Russians than anyone else in the Ukraine.
~owever, when the Russian barked shrilly,
"Answer me!" the postillio:i shook his head
r:.nd said, '"i'oo far."
"Too far?" ·~he Russian paled.
"'!'hat's rir,ilt. 'l'he next village
where we can shelter is--oh, maybe six
versts down the road. The wolves will
catch us before we get halfway."
".vhat about that smoke I see over
~here?" asked a fat Polish woman sitting just
in I'ront of me.
"It looks like a village,
and not ciore than a verst or two from here."
'l'he postillion shook his head.
":~ot on this road. If' you want to try to
cake it through the woods on foot I can let
you off ••• " His grin was as wolfish as
those I could imagine on our pursuers.
ne reined in slightly for a bend
in the roaa, and then as it ran on straight
for a good half-verst he dropped-the reins
and cracked his whip once again. The horses
surged forward frantically, but even I could
tell that they were beginning to tire. And
I had a premonition that things were about
to take a baa turn for me. I twisted around
as if to pull the heavy wool lap-rug over me
cor~ completely--the sun was nearing the
horizon and the crisp day was beginning to
have rather a sharp bite to it, so the movement was natural enou~h--and was able to get
my hand on my valise where it sat on the
floor at my feet. ·
I wasn't any too soon. As my
hand closed on the handle, the Russian said,
"We must lighten the load. Then the horses
can go faster."
"We might have a chance then,"
a.greed the postillion, "but a thin one.
There isn't enough baggage on the sleigh to
make the difference."
didn't have to listen to the rest. I
put my hand on Rivke's arm. Sbe turned
frightened eyes toward me and asked in
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Yiddish, "What are they saying?"
"They're debating how to lighten
the sleigh," I answered in the same tongue.
"They haven-' t gotten to it yet, but I have
a feeling Jews are going to be re~arded as
expendable. Better we get off on our own
momentum. Can you get hold of your bag
w"ithout attracting attention?"
. She nodded wordlessly. "Good," I
continued. "Tbis next curve in the road is
so sharp that the sleigh will have to take
it dead slow. When it's almost stopped
we'll throw tbe bags out and then jump. They
won't be able to afford to stop."
I turned my attention back to the
postillion and the Russian just as the
latter said, "So some must be sacrificed to
~ive the rest of' us a chance to live. Who
is it to be?" He looked over his fellow- ·
pa.ssen~ers superciliously. Aside from his
supreme assurance that he himself would not
be one of those sacrificed, he gave little
sign of caring who it might be.
The third passenger on the rear
seat--a rat-faced little Pole sitting on my
right--was not so unconcerned. "'l'hrow theCl
the Zhydy!" he cried.
The man in front or him--a big Ukrainian-;-turned and fixed his eyes on me.
"Aye," !'.le rulilbled. "saving good Christian
lives is a better day's work than they'd
he twisted to
have ever done othentise."
stand just as the sleigh began to slow for
the curve.
I took the lap-rug in my left hand
and threw it over his head, while lunging
a~ainst the Pole with my rir,ht shoulder.
Rivke, free of the rug, dropped her bag over
the side and jumped lightly after it. I
flipped my bag over the bo.ck of the sleigh
and got to my feet, shoving the palm of my
right hand in the ~ole's face and jabbing
with my left at where I judged the Ukrainian
was keeping his head. Then I turned and
jumped out. The sleigh was already speeding
up, but I was able to land rolling and
fetched up covered with snow and breathless,
but unhurt. I could hear the bass roaring
of the Ukrainian punctuated by the shriller
outcries of the role as the slei6h drew
away, but they were obviously not soing to
stop.
Of more immediate concern were the
blackidots I could see moving toward us
along the road behind, and the mournful
howling they wero setting up. I tu~ned to
Rivke. "we have to get away from them
quickly," I said. · can you climb a tree?"
"If you can help me reach a
branch," she said. "I can't shin up a bare
trunk, and none of the big trees around here
have branches low enough for me."
"Good girl," I said. ":iere, stand
on my shoulders and balance yourself by
holding to this tree." I knelt down beside
a stout oak with a large limb about seven
feet off the ground. She stood on my shoulders~fortunately she wasn't very heavy--and
I rose slowly to my feet, while she steadied
herself' ay,ainst tbe tree trunk. From that
position it was easy for her to ~et onto the
limb, and from there she had no difficulty
in going several yards higher. As soon as
she was off the limb I backed off a couple
11
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of steps, took a running jump, caught it,
and pulled myself up onto it--none too soon.
I climbed a couple of branches higher for
sake, and by the time I had settled
safety's
on one the leader of the pack was below the
tree.
He circled once, glaring up balefully,
then took a flyin~ leap which got his front
He scrabbled
paws across the lowest limb.
for a moment, ~ot his feet under him, but
then appeared to think better 01· it and

sprang back down.
ust as well for him that he did. I had
my heavy throwing-knife that I used in
one of my acts, and even on the ground
a man with a knife is a fair match for
one wolf. In a tree the man can nearly always
win. The wolf-leader hadn't grown old and
cunninr, by buckinr, thut kind of odds. The
rest of the pack had paused for a moment,
but then had returned to their pursuit of the
sleigh.
Hy the time the leader had rejoined
them, almost all of the pack was past the
tree.
I gripped l?i vke' s arm. If only all of
them went on, we had a chance!
~or a moment it seemed as if my
i:rayers were to be answered. The last of
the pack strea:-:ed past and vanished around
the bend of the road.
~ut then, just as I
was acout to spaak, a lone strap;r:ler broke
out of the woods, loo~ed up, and promptly
souac ceu on his haunches at the base of the
tree. ~twas an old campaihf}er, probably
tired from the Lonr- chase and ready to e;ive
up the strenuous exertion in favor of the
r:tore protracted but easier task of waiting
for it:s r:1eal to drop at its feet.
I didn't like the idea at all, but
there was no use in aoinc anythin~ until the
rest of tne pack 1-11:.s .ro.rthe1· away. I turned
to ::y coopanion in disaster. "Sorry it
turned out this way," I said. "We may come
throur,h yei:, but if not ••• "
",oihen the khappe r-s e;ot rc.:y brother
Going to my uncle in
I had to do so:·ethine;.
-ublin seemed like the best idea, and I
still don't tnink l was wrong. And as for
acceptin;; :10;;.r escort--if it hadn't been for
you the wolves would have had me already."
She lookea dc~n at the uri~ht yellow eyes
of cur 1·1:i.rde.:- and ehudde red ,

J

I cast my eyes around the tree and
spotted a relatively strairrht branch about
an inch in diameter and six feet lonr. within
reach. I ~ulled my knife out of~
sleeve
and be~an chippinr, away at its base. Within
a few ~inut~s I h~d separated it-?rom its
parent branch, and a few moments more and I
nad trimned off all the leaves and twigs.
":ihat are you doing?" Rivke asked
curiously.
"f>eein~ if I can make a wolfspear," I a!'lswered, as I bet;an to whittle a
point onto the narrower tip. "Ir necessary
I'd have a try at our friend down there with
just the knife, but this should be better."
I fell silent and continued to whittle,
conscio~s or two pair of eyes on me. Finally the point was as ~ood as I could make it.
"How all I have to do is e;et down
there with this thing in my hands and withou~ sprainin~ my ankle or falling down.
Even for me that's not easy."
"But I've seen you do much more
difficult things in your act!" Rivke exclaimed. "I've often thoue;ht you must be
a real mae;ician."
https://dc.swosu.edu/mythril/vol1/iss3/1

"But there I was working with
known distances, known floors, known equipment. Ir I start tightening up too soon,
I'll hurt myself, and if I wait too long,
I'll fall. And I don't know that the
ground is even, down there; what if I
landed on a mole-hill?"
"Then don't do it," she protested.
"And get tired enough and hungry
enough that eventually I couldn't do it even
with the best of luck. No." I sheathed the
knife, took the spear- in mY right hand, and
placed my left on the branch. I looked down.
The wolf was walking around the tree, and at
the moment be was on the opposite side of
the bole. As good a time as any. I pushed
off, flexine; my knees to take up the shock
of landing as I turned in mid-air to race.
where the wolf was standing, ·momentarily
taken aback by this sudden move on the part
of his quarry.
ortunately, I landed on a level
patch and although I was driven
to one knee by the impact, I
retained my grip on the spear and was on my
feet in an instant, the spear now gripped
in both hands. The wolf had not been held
long by his surprise--he hurtled toward me
and I barely had time to brace myself when
I felt the jarring impact as he struck the
spear. It was not a clean hit. He had
managed to twist slightly as he saw the
spear threatening him, and instead of penetrating his chest cavity it ran through the
muscle under his right foreleg and along the
outside of his rib cage. It was probably
the crudeness of the improvised spear that
saved me--a smooth shaft would probably have
slid along until his jaws could find my
throat. But I held tightly to the shaft,
and the many jagged points where twigs had
been only partly removed caught in his
tough hide until be could come no nearer,
try as he might. However, I was now in an
unenviable position. It took both hands
and all my strength to hold on to the spear,
and while it had made a painful wound it
would take a long time before it killed him
--if indeed it ever would.
There was only one hope. "Ri vke ! "
I called. "Can you p;e t down here without
breaking a leg?"
"I can try," she answered, and the
next thing I knew she came thudding to the
ground a few feet away. She picked herself
up rather slowly, but was apparently unharmed. "All right," she said. "I'm here."
"Reach in my left sleeve and get
the knife out," I said. "But don't get
closer to the wolf than you have to."
he came close and slid her hand up
into the loose sleeve of my jacket.
Such a small hand to do what it must!
But it came out with the knife, and she
quickly stepped back as the wolf lunged
and I was forced to stagger a cou?le of
paces to the right in order·to keep my
balance.
"See if you can stab him through
the spine," I said. "That's the best
chance. It would be tough for you to get
through his rib cage, and to cut bis
throat would mean getting within reach of
his jaws,"
She walked around behind him,
lifted the knife, point down, in both hands,
and brought it down with all her stren~th
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heavy· oaken fr~nt doo~ shut leadenly •
I stood there, watching him through
the glass and the lacework of the willow
tree.
I finally lost all resolve, and
swinging the french doors wide, I called
his name out into the morning.
He turned, and walked slowly back
up the path through the front garden-his bootheels tapped hollowly on the damp
flags--and took my hands in his.
"I

. Richard. FROM PAGE 10
place."
"Leave?" I echoed, dumbfounded. I
had hoped the empty time past, but here
it loomed again, more drear and weary than
it had ever dared seem to be: with no
Richard at all, no quiet evenings and
cups of tea, no brandy and Byron at midnight, no feeling of purpose in simply
being one in whom this wonder of· a man
might find comfort and a few hours' companionship.
"Yes. I must leave," he repeated, as
though trying ~trengthen his will in the
matter.
"And thus it lies," I said, I am
ashamed to admit, rather bitterly.
He looked at me, searching a§ain. At
last he sighed and turned away. 'Thus it
lies."
"So," I said. "Perhaps you had as
well leave now as later."
"You wish that?" he asked levelly.
"I do."
I tried desperately to hold
back my tears. "Goodbye, Richard. God go
with you."
He surveyed the room again, as if to
fix it in his memory intact, and took his
coat from in front of the fire. "And with
you," he said as he left the room. Tbe

always want to remember you so," he said,
"with your hair loose around you beneath
our willow tree. I shall miss you." And
then he kissed me, for the second time.
I stared after him until he disappeared beyond the brambled hill at the
end of our path. I never saw him again.

,~~,~~

T

hey told me he died of a fever in
Paris the following April. I pretend
to believe it; indeed, at times I
find I have gone on for months believing
it to be so, so desperately do I desire to
ignore the truth. But when the autumn
winds gather into gusts and set our
restless willow tree rattling against the
window glass and the rain spatters in the
da.rkness, I find myself sitting in grandf ath~r·~ wing chair, staring into the fire,
remembering that which I was never intended to see: Richard's hand, and carved
into it the deep, regular, geometrical
lines of a bloody pentagrRm.

~,~~'~'~,~~'~'~,~~'~'~,~~'~'~,~~'
Blackbird Pie

FROM PAGE 14
Not that the old F;YPSY rhymes
could be depended on, but with
ging when a new barct was to be
a magician's son they might
very possibly prove true.
chosen. Old Martin, wbo had
"Thursday's child has far to
held the Rhymer's Cap of Candlewick county for twenty-eight
go •••
Bacon chuckled again.
He bad an 1:lterior motive for
years, bad lost it to Hobin
Larkin and then won it back
his concern: his only daughter
Bess had been sweet on Nick for
ar;ain ten years later, was now
in his eighties and nearly
years, and ~\arjorie favored the
crippled with gout, but he still
match. Nick himself hadn't
held the Cap with a firm hand,
k
b t th lad
and so far neither Nicholas nor
spo en yet, u
e
was a
quiet sort, and still young-0liver had been able to win it
he'd come round. Bacon would
away from him. Martin had perhave no objections to marrying
sistently refused to compete
his daughter off to the royal
bard of southmarsh •••
for the bardship, which required
as a prerequisite either birth
"Nick," he said to the
of gentle blood or six months
boy, who sat thoughtfully
in the king's service:
Martin
paring at the whistle in his
had never journeyed out of his
hands, "it's growing late to
own county, maintaining that he
-.... make the journey down alone.
was perfectly at home where he
was and had no desire for the
why not ride home with me, and
grand life. Since the bard.ship
we'll put you up till the morwas a lifelong post (unless
ning?"
challenged, which had never ocNicholas, sensing a
curred in the history of Southplot, roused himself and
marsh), this was an unparalleled
smiled disarmingly. "Thank
chance for t;icholas, but he was
you, Bacon," he replied, "but
reluctant to enter the competiMother's expecting me. I'll
tion when Martin still officialride with you on the road as
ly wore the Cap.
far as tbe crossing, but I'd
"But lad," said Bacon,
best be home this night and no
"Martin'll never compete himlater.
self, and he's not one to mind
Bacon shrugged. "As you
if you go in his stead. It's
like. You'll stop by though,
in my thoughts that Oliver'll
won't
ye, before you ride upbe going," he added, meaningcountry again? It'll be a long
fully~
six months and more without the
sight o' you." He didn't say
Nicholas smiled, but
Bacon saw resolve crystallizfor whom the months would be
ing in the dark young eyes, and
long, but Nicholas thought he
chuckled to himself. The lad
could guess.
wa.s clever enough to succeed,
"I'll come by," he said,
by all accounts, and wasn't he
and smiled again. "And now
Thursday's child, a.Lter all?
we'd best be riding out. I'll
Published by SWOSU Digital Commons, 1972
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fetch Noggill from the smith."

m

arj<>rie Silverseed glanced
out the window again and,
catching the clop of hooves
up the lane to the hill, exclaimed with relief and annoyance. The cottage door stood
wide by the time Nicholas drew
rein, and within its frame he
saw his mother outlined against
the candlelight, hands on hips.
Though her face was in the shadow he could picture the frown,
the lips pinched together, the
snapping brown eyes that never
missed a detail.
"Noggin cast two shoes
today, Mother," he called over
his shoulder as he led the pony
behind the cottage to the shed
that served as a stable, "and
I was most of the day waiting
for the smith."
"I suppose that took all
your earnings, to have the new
shoes?"
"Not at all," he answered,
tramping through the doorway
and bolting it behind him,
"look you here."
He emptied his jerkin
pockets onto the table. Coppers rang and bounced about in
a shining heap, and by the fire
little John sat up sleepily.
Beside him Richard stirred and
turned over, pulling the quilt
up over his head.
"Nick?" asked John through
an enormous yawn.
Marjorie shot him a look.
"Must you always be banging about and waking the children?"
but John was holding out his
/VJR.3 17

arms !or a hu.g.
A serene
young !ace framed by auburn
hair peeped dovn from the
loft.
"Nicholas!
You're home."
and Cynthia Silverseed, sixteen years old. came lightly
dovn the ladder in her nightrobe.
Marjorie sighed and
turned away to count the coins.
"Tell me all about Castletown."
smiled Cynthia, drawing her brother to a seat by
the !ire.
"Have you bad your
supper?"
"Aye," said Nicholas.
"I ate at the Puss and Fiddle
in Knobbles.
atin'""roae-home with
Bacon Davies after."
Marjorie looked up.
"Did you stop by?"
Her look
sa.id plainly that that being
the case, his lateness was
forgiven,
but Nicholas shook
his head.
"I'm to stop there tomorrow," he said, and seeing
her expression,
added, "before
I leave again for Ca.stletown.
I'm going up to take service
with the king."
"With the king!" exclaimed
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Cynthia, "whatever for?"
"The bard is dead," answered her brother, "and since
Hartin will not compete, I am
going up. No doubt Oliver will
be going too."
Marjorie stared at him
across the table.
"And what
are we to do without you !or
the next six months?"
But Nicholas had been
steeling himself tor this.

"Richard already does better
than I in the field; and I'll
send down my earnings as they're
given to me. The purse from
the Three-Gold Feast is still
untouched," he nodded toward
the cupboard, "and this is a
!air amount here." He indicated the little heap on the
table. "And you shall have
Noggin, for I'm going to walk
this time."
Marjorie considered.
"'Tis a good decision," she
said at length, "and you may
go. I could no longer stop
you if I wished it--your birthday !alls tomorrow, and your
father's legacy," she continued dryly, "shall go with you."

She swept up the coins into
her apron. "You've done well
tor once, Nick."
It was the closest thing
to a compliment that Marjorie
had ever given him, and Nicholas smiled to himself as be
began to undress !or the night.
A fretful wail from above amt
Cynthia up the ladder again to
poke her bead through the trap,
"Hush, darlings, hush now.
Jennifer, can you settle them?
'Tis only Nick returned from
Castletown."
Nicholas listened fondly
to the cosy sounds o! home:
the gentle hiss of embers
smoored for the night; the low
voice o! his sister calming
the twins; the taint creak of
wood as Richard and John shifted
about in the bed near the fire.
Tomorrow he would leave all of
this behind, perhaps forever.
He slipped into bed beside his
brothers and shut out the future in the warm silence of
sleep.

TO BE CONTINUED
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Homeless
FROM PAGE 1

the cliff's edge and into the air. I,
Cheraan the Leader, sailed glorious and
free on the night wind, down into the
valley, across the desert, toward
Saliinhar and home.
ord Ranek stood silently and watched
Cheraan go, gliding like a bird set
free. Then, his eyes still on the
retreating figure, be spoke quietly to his
horse.
"Well, Windswift, there he goes. Our
job is done, old friend. Our part in the
plan is fulfilled; now all that remains is
to wait for the war, for the end. I
wonder how he feels?"
Ranek nodded after
"Does he still hate the Hold?
Cheraan.
It's no easy thing to be a changeling-as I well know--and worse to be one but
not know it. Is he bitter?" The horse
wbickered softly at his side.
"And I wonder how much of the'plan
they saw fit to tell him. Does he know
o! me and my part as guardian and guide?
And when the war comes and the Hold is
destroyed, will he look upon me in anger,
will he kill me as an enemy, or will he
know me as a friend?"
Ranek smiled and patted Windswift's
neck. "I know, it doesn't matter. The
~rophecy has been fulfilled, and my part
is at an end. All that remains is to go
back to the Hold, to play this role to the
end. But it would be nice to know •••
"No matter."
He mounted his horse
an~ turned to go down to where his men
waited. Before he did, he turned around
!_o"J? one last look at Cheraan, a speck o!
whiteness now in the distance. He raised
bis hand in salute.

THE -SL1\eKNESS
IS 01\RK

l

By Michael M. Levy
Imagine, please, a lightless, cold world,
A dark, wooded world o! somber green,
Whose crooked boughs are forever swirled,
By a gale that's felt, but never seen;
A many hilled land that hangs in place,
(Above and below, a void of stars)
A.brooding island in untracked space,
The brutal, empty blackness, it mars.
Its edge is at the crumbling earth's end,
A place to see eternity from,
And underneath black, knarled roots descend,
Some hanging forlorn, or dead, and some
Twisted about, by that same wind blown
That tears and shakes the trees up above,
A !rigid wind that does shriek and moan,
As a damned soul lost and without love.
Here I came in the dark o! my time,
When my soul was parched and without hope,
But no saving Virgil could I find
To lead me from hell, up despair's slope.
I wandered dark woods, and saw no light,
Found nothing, ate Despair's bitter fruit,
Chased after shades, from shadows took flight,
And lost all my joy, my voice gone mute •••

"Farewell, my countryman." And so
saying, Lord Ranek beaded back down the
trail from Stormstill Peak, down and
into darkness.
https://dc.swosu.edu/mythril/vol1/iss3/1
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that Rivke would be able to keep up. I had
!FROM PAGE is
knolill her off and on since she bad been a
on the backbone just in front o.f the pelvis.
child--her mother's brother had married my
Blood spurted, and his hind legs suddenly
mother's sister, and that was quite close
collapsed. Rivke staggered back blindly,
enough a relationship for me to visit the
her hands to her face. I dropped the
family whenever my travels took me through
spear; the wolf was not going anywhere
Zhitomir--but I bad no real idea o.f what
after that. I ran to Rivke and put an arm
her endurance might be.
around her. For a moment she buried her
could have saved myself the worry. By
face in my chest, sobbing, but then she
the time we came in sight of the first
drew back and choked out, "Finish him-buildings in the village I was a good
please!"
deal more worn dolill than she was. Of course,
I looked around me and a few_ steps
I bad had a .fairly rough strugr,le with the
away saw a large stone.
I ~ifted it--it
wolf and had been carrying both bags, but
must have weighed seventy-rive pounds at
on the other hand she had to take two steps
least. '!'hen I returned to the wolf. Re
to my one to cover the same ground--and she
was a pitiable sight, his hind quarters
had done it without breathing hard.
paralyzed and useless and the crude spear
Once we spotted the buildings I
pr-o t rudan.; perhaps three .feet in front of
stopped her. "You don't speak Ukrainian,
him, but still tryinc desperately to drag
do you?" I asked.
hio1self off, away from these suddenly .formidable humans. I walked as close to his
"No, only Yiddish," she answered.
head as I dared--he still snapped when I
"Why, don't you?"
came near enour.h--and with a clumsy under"Oh, I speak Ukrainian well enough
hand heave I pitched it onto his head. flis
--but with a Polish accent, and Poles aren't
body twitched another time or two, but there
even as popular around here as Jews. Unless
was no question that the impact had done .for
there's a Jewish tavern or something of th~
him.
sort in the village, we may not be any better
Rivke had turned her back to the
o.ff here than in the woods. well, nothing
wolf as soon as she had released me. When
ventured, nothing gained, as the En~lish
she heard the dull crunch of the rock hitting
say ••• " and I walked boldly toward the nearhis head she began to shudder uncontrollably.
est cottage. Rivke followed a step or two
I stepped up behind her and took her shoulbehind.
ders. She leaned back against me and sobbed
The sun had set some minutes
convulsively for two or three minutes •.
before, but the twilight was still bri~ht
Finally she f.ained control of her breat~ing
enouch to read by as I knocked on the door.
and said bitterly, "He only wanted to live,
It opened a crack and one suspicious eye
·the same as we do. It's not his fault that
over a heavy beard looked through. "What do
he nas to eat flesh."
you want?" asked its owner in pure Ukzfainian.
"Our prophets tell us that in the
Last Days the Holy One, Blessed be He, will
"Shelter for the nir;ht," I said
humbly. "Only the privilege of staying under
cause the lion to eat grass like the ox,"
your roof and within your walls; we don't
I answered, "In those days no living creature
ask for .food or bedding. But the nitiht is
will have need to take another's life. But
cold and--" at that moment 111y speech was
until then, the wolf must have meat--and if
punctuated by a distant howl "--the wolves
we don't want to be his meat, we o.ften must
are out. In the name of co:nmon humanity••• "
kill hio instead."
"You' re a .Polack," the pea.sant
"You men, you always have an
stated, hostility permeating his voice.
answer," she spat. "Don't you ever just
:~0, a Jew," I admitted.
feel anythin~, without having to analyze
i~ .forty ways with reference to every holy
"Y'sound
like a J!olack. But Jew or
book ever written?"
Folack, y'can't stay in my home. Nor anyone
"',/hat, and me a Litvak?" I asked,
else's here. We're all ~ood Christian Ukraintrying to break her mood. Fortunately it
ians, and we stay home and mind our own
worked; Rivke ' s sense of the ridiculous was
business. If you'd done the aame you
never far from the surface, and the referwouldn't be here." And he slammed the door
ence t-o~my descent--a cocunon ·joke around_
in my .face.
Zhitocri.r--was enough to start her chuckling.
I shrugBed, and walked to the next
"All right," she said, pulling
cottage, where the same scene was repeated
away from me. "What do we do now, or have
with minor variations. And so at the next,
you thought that .far?"
and the next, until we had tried every cottage in the village and it had become quite
"We head for that smoke we saw a
dark. And cold.
while back," I replied.
"I don't know i.f
we can find shelter there anywhere or not,
Rivke was shivering, and I be~an to
but it's worth a try. It's too far back to
get desperate. The last light in the sky had
the last villahe we le.ft, and that wolf-pack
sholill dark clouds moving in from the north,
is socewhere between us and the·next one."
and I could feel a cold wind starting up.
I reached down and jerked the knife from the
If it didn't snow I was going to be much
wolf's spine, then wiped it as well as I
surprised, and if it did, and we had no
could on his rough coat. It took more cleanshelter ••• and I heard the howling again,
ing with snow and the lining of my coat,
this time much closer.
though, before I got it clean enough to
make me willing to restore it to my sleeve.
TO BE CONCLUDED
Then I picked up my bag in one band and
Hivke's in the other and said, "Let's go."
She .fell in beside me wordlessly,
and we walked along toward the stillvisible th.read of smoke drifting up into the
darkening sky. It was getting late, and so
I moved alon~ as briskly as I could, hoping
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